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Owing to the plentiful participation of knowledgeable users, an online social network could be seen as a large
group of experts that support the decisions of online users. Collective opinions solicited from friends are largely
beneficial for online purchase support and can create significant opportunities for sales. In this paper, a social
appraisal mechanism composed using the methodologies of social companionship analysis, collective opinion
analysis, and consensus decision analysis is proposed for the online users of themicro-blogosphere. The proposed
mechanism can successfully summarize collective opinions and expedite the decision-making process that
characterizes users' purchasing behaviors.
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1. Introduction

Social media, such as social networking sites (e.g. Facebook),
blogospheres (e.g. Blogspot), and micro-blogospheres (e.g. Twitter
and Plurk), have recently been experiencing fast growth. Academics, en-
terprises, and even individuals are increasingly conducting research and
developingbusinessmodels and applications on social networking sites.
A business report by Steegenga and Forge [36] highlights that social
media have a greatly increasing influence on consumers' online pur-
chase decisions. Over 50% of consumers would access the Internet and
their own social network for online shopping decision support. In this
investigation, 35% of consumers report that they read reviews and
rank products on socialmedia platforms. Additionally, 25% of these con-
sumers believe that it is important to use social networks to assist with
their buying decisions. Recently, consumers have promisingly turned to
seek shopping advice from their friends through online media [39].
Therefore, it is worthwhile investigating and designing a novel mecha-
nism for supporting consumers' online shopping decision-making.

Social support is generally defined as help from others when people
are facing a difficult life event [5]. That is, social support refers to the as-
sistance available from other people who are part of a social network. In
an online shopping scenario, for example, making purchase decisions
sometimes constitutes stressful behavior. The stress increases when
consumers face a wide range of choices and have insufficient informa-
tion and few resources; seeking social support thus becomes a helpful
way to mitigate the problem. However, the mental stress might not
decrease but can even increase if the support provided is not what the
lai.k@gmail.com (C.-Y. Lai).
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recipient wished to receive (e.g. time-consuming or irrelevant informa-
tion, etc.) [11,41].

The micro-blogosphere provides a lightweight and easy form of
communication that enables users to share information with their
friends about their activities, experiences, opinions, and status [15].
Users' communication in the micro-blogosphere is faster and more fre-
quent than in the blogosphere. The characteristics of micro-blogs are
widely discussed by Jansen et al. and Java et al. [14,15]. The limitation
of message length in the micro-blogosphere, i.e. that each message
should not exceed 140 characters, enables users to write and read mes-
sages more easily and efficiently. With this lightweight communication
and the flourishing of mobile devices, users are able to request or
provide social support conveniently and in a timely manner as well as
receive prompt responses. With its superior properties, the micro-
blogosphere is therefore a good social platform on which to seek deci-
sion support on online shopping.

In the context of electronic commerce, many sophisticated recom-
mender systems are designed to identify a set of items suitable for and
interesting to a user according to his/her personalized preferences,
purchase history, past ratings, other similar customers, and so on. Col-
laborative and content-based are the two main types of recommender
systems [40]. For instance, the former, for example the features
“Customers Who Bought This Item Also Bought” in Amazon1 and “See
What Other People AreWatching” in eBay,2 recommends items suitable
for the targeted user by collectively analyzing the choices of customers
who have similar preferences. The latter, such as the “More Items to
Consider” and “Recommendations For You,” on Amazon and eBay,
1 http://www.amazon.com/
2 http://www.ebay.com/
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respectively, identifies items suitable for the current user based on
what she/he has viewed. These recommendation systems are mainly
developed by online retailers for the purpose of sales improvement.
However, customers in the new economy have begun to mistrust
official advertising/recommendations [21] and are turning to rely on
the opinions and social appraisal support from their close friends. As
previous research [12] has noted, social support is one of the important
functions of social networks; however, methods for building social sup-
port mechanisms on online media have not been widely discussed.
From the perspective of customers' interests, it is beneficial to develop
an appropriate appraisal system that can analyze collective opinions
to enhance online purchase decision support.

The goal of this research is thus to investigate ways in which to
achieve external appraisal support for online purchasing through the
micro-blogosphere. Three main research questions are to be studied in
this research:

(1) How can the social companionship between the support requester
and decision supporters be identified? Because closer friends might
understand our preferences, habits, and needs better, their ap-
praisals should be more reliable than those of others. Therefore,
the relation closeness between a decision requester and his/her
friends plays an important role in the appraisal process.

(2) How can the collective opinions given by decision supporters be
analyzed and consolidated? The opinions/appraisals given in a
micro-blog are generally short and are likely to be vague. To ex-
ploit the wisdom of the crowd from the friend network of a deci-
sion requester, the opinions of decision supporters with different
friend closeness have to be analyzed semantically and integrated
structurally.

(3) How can the decision consensus on the alternative ranking to support
online purchasing be obtained? Each support requester has individ-
ual preferences regarding the purchase decision criteria. It is thus
effective and essential to rank the alternatives appropriately by
consensually considering personal preferences and collective ex-
ternal evaluations.

In this research, we propose a social appraisal mechanism (SAM)
that integrates the methodologies and techniques of social network
analysis (SNA), intuitionistic fuzzy sets (IFSs), and the technique for
order preference by similarity to the ideal solution (TOPSIS) to achieve
social decision support for online users. Through the proposed mecha-
nism, online users can efficiently reduce their decision-making process-
es and reduce the risk of purchasing an unsuitable product.

The remaining parts of the paper are organized as follows. In
Section 2, we discuss the existing literature related to our research
topics. In Section 3, we propose the SAM combined with SNA, IFS, and
TOPSIS. An empirical experiment is studied in Section 4. Section 5 pro-
vides the experiment results and evaluations. Section 6 concludes our
research contributions and presents future research directions.

2. Literature review

2.1. Social support mechanism

Social support is a concept that involves the help provided by other
people and the social network as amediating construct of social support
[9]. It provides people with a trusted environment for information ex-
change with friends. The opinions of the people with close friendships
in social networks could be seen as helpful sources of social support,
for example, by providing answers to questions. Generally, a social net-
work is expressed as the structural aspect, while social support is inves-
tigated from the utilization aspect of a social network [33].

Social support and SNA are mutually reinforcing. They form one of
the important functions of social networks [12]. Recently, the utilization
of a social network in electronic commerce hasmainly focused on infor-
mation filtering [24,27,48] and spreading [14,20,46]. Meo et al. [27]
propose an approach to recommend resources (e.g. similar users or
articles) to a user in the social networking environment. Liu et al. [24]
propose a novel hybrid recommendation method that integrates the
segmentation-based sequential rule method to consider the sequence
of customers' purchase behavior over time. Jansen et al. [14] find that
themicro-blogosphere is an excellent platform forword-of-mouth com-
munication and discuss how firms can build word-of-mouth marketing
strategies to spread brand information based on social networking and
trust. People's behaviors in broadcasting information they would like
to share with their friends are explored by Zhao and Rosson [46].

These existing studies mainly aim to filter or provide information
(e.g. filter unsuitable products and provide the products that users
might be interested in) to increase business opportunities. Although a
large amount of research has been undertaken on information filtering
and dissemination for increasing business opportunities on the firm
side, few systems have been developed for the social support of users'
online shopping behavior. Thus, the aim of the current paper is to devel-
op a SAM for online purchase support.

2.2. Companionship and SNA

The provision of social appraisal support is one of the important
functions of social companionships. Social companionship is a ubiqui-
tous part of psychological and behavioral functions over time. Recently,
SNA has become one of themost important methodologies for estimat-
ing tie strength by investigating the complex activities of actors in a so-
cial networking environment. According to SNA, a person with more
connections (e.g. friendship or interaction) ismore important and influ-
ential than anotherwith fewer connections [44]. Generally, the stronger
the tie strength between two actors, the deeper the relationship they
have [34]. That is, they might know each other's preferences, habits,
and needs.

In practice, the structural dimension (e.g. possessing friend networks
[7,35]) and the behavioral dimension (e.g. interaction frequency [20,22])
are two measurement proxies that substitute for tie strength.
Granovetter [7] defines tie strength as the relative overlap of the
neighborhood of two nodes in networks. Shi et al. [35] indicate that
communities are composed of various people with strong ties, and
social networks are composed of overlapping communities. Li and
Du [22] use the frequency of interactions to represent the social tie
and measure the relationships between blog readers and authors
by analyzing similarity.

When the ties between two persons are stronger, they will be more
willing to share opinions with each other openly. Levin and Cross [20]
use the interaction effects between knowledge seekers and knowledge
sources as one of the important factors to investigate the effectiveness
of knowledge transfer. In this research, we use the measurement of so-
cial companionship tomodel the importance level of a social supporter's
opinion.

2.3. Vague information and multi-criteria decision-making

The opinions received froma person's friendnetwork play an impor-
tant role in the human decision-making process [17]. However, the
opinions expressed by natural language are likely to be vague. As a re-
sult, the related decision information (i.e. criteria weights and criteria
evaluation of alternatives) might be completely unknown or incom-
pletely known in a decision-making process because of the time pres-
sure, lack of knowledge, and limited expertise of decision supporters
regarding the problem domain [4]. Recently, IFSs have been found
to be highly useful in dealing with vagueness on the semantic web
[10,20]. Conceptually, an IFS, which has feasible presentation for the
degree of membership, degree of non-membership, and degree of
uncertainty [2], is verywell suited tomodeling the fuzziness and uncer-
tainty of opinions used in social appraisal support. In order to handle the
issue of vague information gathered from social networks and dealwith
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multi-criteria fuzzy decision-making problems, an IFS could be applied
to represent the characteristic criteria values of alternatives by fuzzy
numbers [25,45].

The multi-criteria decision-making technique is commonly applied
to identify the compromised or optimal solution from all the feasible
alternatives evaluated according to multiple criteria [19,23]. It has
been particularly influential in contributing insights into the domain
of decision-making. This technique simplifies the complex human
Micro-blogospher

App
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(5)

Fig. 1. Processes of the socia
decision-making process into the quantified distance using relative
closeness coefficient measurements. TOPSIS is an appropriate tool
for resolving multiple-attribute decision-making problems [13]. The
concept of TOPSIS is to select an alternative that is closer to the positive
ideal solution and farther from the negative ideal solution simulta-
neously. In the proposed SAM, IFS and TOPSIS are incorporated to con-
solidate the collective opinion and generate consensus decision analysis
with complex and unintelligible information from social networks.
3. The system framework

Micro-blogging has become an important platform for seeking knowledge and expertise [15,46]. One can utilize one's social network as an expert
knowledge base for facilitating the decision-making process. In addition,with the advantage of the real-timenature ofmicro-blogs, users can collect a
hugenumber of opinions from their social networks in a short time. In this section,we propose a social appraisal framework to support a user's online
purchase decisions in the micro-blogosphere.

To implement the proposedmechanism,we develop an application on the Plurk platform, utilizing the available official APIs. The developed Plurk
application is a software agent, named AppPlurk, whichwill automatically reply information to a request according to themessage it receives. To use
this agent, users can simply add it as one of his/her friends and initiate an appraisal request in a specificmessage format to activate themechanism. A
user who is making a purchase choice from a list of alternative products, which were previously surveyed by the user or recommended by retailers,
can send an appraisal request to AppPlurk for decision support.

The procedures for a user to solicit decision support from his/her friend network in the context of online purchasing are shown in Fig. 1 and
detailed as follows.

(1) The support requester initiates a requestmessagewith a list of product alternatives. For example, themessage is described as “[DC]: [Camera 1,
Camera 2, Camera 3],” where DC denotes “Digital Camera.”

(2) The agent would automatically reply to the related decision criteria by seeking suggestions from his/her friends (decision supporters) in the
micro-blogosphere according to the product category. For example, the message is described as “[Criteria]: [Resolution, Price, Lens].”

(3) The support requester could set the personal criteria importance rating according to the criteria obtained in step 2. For example, themessage is
described as “[Weighting]: [3,1,2].” The group weighting would be used if the support requester did not provide a criteria importance rating.

(4) Those friends who receive the request message and reply opinions (including criteria evaluations and importance ratings) become decision
supporters. For example, the message is described as “[ans]: [Good, Bad, Unknown], [Unknown, Good, Good], [Bad, Good, Bad], [1,3,2].”

(5) The agent responds to the result of the decision analysis. The received feedback is consolidated by the proposed mechanism to rank the
product candidates. For example, the message is described as “[Rank]: [Camera 2 N Camera 1 N Camera 3].”
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Fig. 2 depicts the framework of our system model. The proposed model comprises three main components: the social companionship analysis
module, collective opinion analysis module, and consensus decision analysis module:

(1) Social companionship analysis module: the purpose of social companionship analysis is to identify the importance degree of a decision support-
er based on the companionship between the support requester and decision supporter. We consider social factors in both the behavioral and
the structural dimension to derive social companionship.

(2) Collective opinion analysis module: the aimof collective opinion analysis is to discover the criteria and evaluations from the opinions of decision
supporters. The responses of decision supporters are transformed into a collective decision matrix, which is expressed by intuitionistic fuzzy
values to represent the uncertainty and incompleteness of collective criteria evaluations.

(3) Consensus decision analysis module: the objective of consensus decision analysis is to consolidate the collective opinions to generate a list of
ranked alternatives. By combining the personal preference criteria of the support requester and collective evaluations of decision supporters,
the TOPSIS method is utilized to rank all alternatives by evaluating the distance of an alternative relative to an ideal choice.

3.1. Social companionship analysis

Onnela et al. [34] point out that two social actors have a deeper relation if there are strong ties between them. That is, they might know each
other's preferences and real needs. Therefore, the goal of social companionship analysis is to estimate the tie strength between the support requester
and supporters in order to represent the social companionship degree.

Tie strength determination could be simply separated into the behavioral dimension (e.g. interaction frequency [20,22]) and the structural di-
mension (e.g. possession of a friend network [7,35]). We analyze the interaction network and friend network in the micro-blogosphere to measure
the tie strengths of these two dimensions, respectively. According to these, we can measure the decision support's relevance and closeness to the
support requester.

3.1.1. Behavioral tie analysis
Granovetter [7] describes social interaction tie strength as a combination of the amount of time, the emotional intensity, the intimacy (mutual

confiding), and the reciprocal services that characterize the tie. In this study, social interaction tie strength measured by the interaction frequency
in a time period is used to represent the social companionship degree of the members of the micro-blogosphere.

Two-mode network data could be defined as two sets of social units and they contain relationmeasurements from the elements of one social unit
set to the elements of another social unit set [44]. For instance, in this study, the social network of users that interact withmicro-bloggingmessages is
a kind of a two-mode network that includes two social unit sets, namely a set of users and a set of micro-blogging messages, and the relations that
reflect the social interactions. The two-mode network in the context of the micro-blogosphere is depicted in Fig. 3-(a). The user set is a set of users
who interactwith the support requester. The set ofmicro-bloggingmessages is a pool ofmessages posted by themembers of the user set. A relation is
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established byposting or replying to amessage. A two-mode network can be represented as a bipartite graphG = (M ∪ U, I),whereM andU indicate
the message set and the user set, respectively, and I stands for the set of interaction relations between M and U.

After constructing the two-mode network of the micro-blogosphere, we then compress it into a user-projection network (named the user inter-
action network). The compressed network describes the social interactions between the support requester and decision supporters and this can be
used to obtain behavioral tie strength based on the interaction frequency between the requester and each decision supporter. Fig. 3-(b) depicts the
interaction network of the bipartite graph, in which the value attached to an edge between two nodes in set U represents the total number of mes-
sages in setM associated with these two nodes. That is, the relation values of users aremeasured by counting themicro-bloggingmessages in which
the users have commonly interacted, and vice versa. For example, in Fig. 3-(b), there is an edge betweenU1 andU2 and the relation value ismarked by
1 because they have commonly participated in only onemicro-bloggingmessageM1 in Fig. 3-(a). Similarly, the relation value betweenU1 and U3 is 2
as they interacted via messages M1 and M5.

Before being combined with structural tie strength, behavioral tie strength should be normalized. The normalized behavioral tie strength value
between a decision supporter i and the support requester is formulated as

BTi normalizedð Þ ¼
BTi−BTmin

BTmax−BT min
; ð1Þ

where BTmin and BTmax indicate theweakest and strongest behavioral tie strengths fromall decision supporters to the support requester, respectively.

3.1.2. Structural tie analysis
In order to determine structural tie strength, the friend network first has to be extracted based on the friend list in the blogosphere. Then, we can

determine structural tie strength from the friendnetwork. Onnela et al. [34] use the aggregated duration of communications between two social units
within a timeperiod as the tie strength, utilizing a communication network data set. They indicate that there is a stronger tie between two social units
if most of their friends overlap. In this research, we use the following formula to estimate structural tie strength [47]:

STij ¼
nij

di−1ð Þ þ dj−1
� �

−nij

; ð2Þ

where nij is the number of common acquaintances of social units i and j. di and dj are the degrees of social unit i and j, respectively. In this paper, we
define STij as the structural tie strength between decision supporter i and support requester j.

Note that Onnela et al. [34] apply in-degree centrality in the above formula to discover theweak ties for information diffusion.However, according
to Kiss and Bichler [18], out-degree centrality performs better in influencer identification. An information seeker on onlinemedia follows other users'
information regularly, including daily chat from friends and information from professionals [15]. Therefore, a personwith a higher out-degree (mak-
ing friendswithmany other users) could simply infer that he/shemight be an information seeker so that he/she could give helpful product appraisals
according to preferences, habits, and needs from the daily chat information observed fromother professionals. Therefore, in our research,we use out-
degree centrality to measure tie strength. The out-degree centrality of node i is defined as

di ¼
Xn
j¼1

f ij ð3Þ

where fij is 1, while the edge from node i to node j exists in a relation matrix, otherwise it is 0.
After obtaining behavioral and structural tie strengths, the social companionship degree (SCα) of decision supporter α is measured as SCα =

BTαj × STαj. Finally, the obtained social companionship can be further normalized as

λα ¼ SCαX
i∈ΘS

SCi

; ð4Þ



Fig. 4. Collective opinion analysis module.
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whereΘS denotes the set of decision supporters included in the user set, SCα denotes the relationmeasurement value of the decision supporterα, and
λα denotes the importance weight of the decision supporter α. Decision supporters with a greater social companionship degree will be allocated
greater importance weight during the decision process support and their opinions are more trusted by the support requester.

3.2. Collective opinion analysis

Constructing the decision criteria, evaluating the alternatives, and making a decision are the three sequential routines of the decision-making
phase [30]. The aim of the collective opinion analysis module is to deal with criteria extraction and alternative evaluation to construct the collective
decision matrix. Generally speaking, differentiated by the process of product information acquirement for product evaluation prior to purchasing,
products can be categorized into search goods (e.g. consumer electronics, etc.) and experience goods (e.g. restaurants, movies, and peripheral
products, etc.) [31]. In this section, we first describe the basic concept of collective opinion analysis for search goods and then extend the module
to experience goods by adding semantics analysis.

3.2.1. Criteria and evaluation extraction

3.2.1.1. Basic model for search goods. In economics, search goods are products or services with features and characteristics easily evaluated before
purchase [31]. For search goods, the procedures involved in this module are depicted in Fig. 4.

3.2.1.1.1. Criteria extraction. For constructing the decision criteria, they can be extracted from public and impartial third parties and automatically
reply to the request message while the originator initiates appraisal request. Then, decision supporters give their criteria evaluation according to the
explicit criteria.

3.2.1.1.2. Evaluation extraction.Decision supporters can directly evaluate the alternatives according to each criterion by answering “G,” “B,” or “U,”
which represent “good,” “bad,” or “unknown,” respectively, to evaluate each criterion. However, this approach cannot be applied directly to experi-
ence goods as their product characteristics and evaluation criteria are implicit or not described.

3.2.1.2. Extended model for experience goods. In economics, experience goods are contrasted with search goods [31], which means that their features
and characteristics cannot be evaluated before purchase. The collective opinion analysis module is extended to deal with experience goods. We de-
sign a lightweight criteria construction and evaluation mechanism by using the semantic analysis of micro-blog messages. The procedures involved
in this extended module are depicted in Fig. 5. Micro-blogospheres are platforms with message length-limited communication. Users usually write
short sentences with a simple sentence structure [26,38]. In the current paper, we use semantic analysis to extract the criteria and evaluation from
micro-blogmessages. After a decision supporter posts an opinion,we first utilize theNLProcessor linguistic parser, a text analysis toolkit [32], to parse
the sentences and yield the part-of-speech tag of eachword (whether theword is a noun, verb, adjective, etc.). For each sentence in anopinion, nouns
are extracted as one of the criteria and the nearby adjectives are identified as the criteria evaluation. In order to identify the semantic orientation of
criteria evaluation posted by a decision supporter, a lexical database is required. In this research, WordNet [28,29] is applied as the lexical database.
Over time, WordNet has successfully evolved to become widely used as one of the important lexical resources for natural language processing sys-
tems. It enables users to access lexical information in a much faster and more convenient way [1]. Finally, the extracted criteria and evaluations are
then used to construct a collective decision matrix.

3.2.1.2.1. Criteria extraction.After theNLProcessor linguistic parser has parsed the opinions posted by decision supporters, the part-of-speech tag of
each word is tagged. The noun and noun phrase followed by adjectives are extracted as one of the criteria. In order to reduce the criteria set, we
Fig. 5. Collective opinion analysis module.
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construct synonymmatching between the criterion and each previously extracted criterion contained in the criteria set established onWordNet. The
criterion is not added to the criteria set if it matches a synonym in the criteria set.

3.2.1.2.2. Evaluation extraction. Typically and intuitively, adjectives have been indicated as useful indicators of sentiment [1]. The semantic ori-
entation of adjectives is identified as the evaluation of criteria. Owing to the length limitation of a post (140 words per post) within the micro-
blogosphere, an opinion has to be concise rather than lengthy. In addition, the aim of the proposed mechanism is to ascertain whether a decision
supporter gives positive or negative evaluations for criteria to support the decision-making of the originator. Therefore, we focus on identifying
the semantic orientation of short textmessages. In this research, the semantic orientation (positive, negative, or vague orientation) of an adjective
is identified as criteria evaluation. In the proposed method, the orientation identification begins with building an undirected synonymous adjec-
tive graph, Ga = (A,E), and we add edges (E) between the seed word and non-duplicate synonyms (ai ∈ A) to represent the synonymous rela-
tionship. As suggested by Turney and Littman [42], we use a seed word set of adjectives that defines a subjective positive and negative word
set with 14 words.

Positive: good, nice, excellent, positive, fortunate, correct, superior
Negative: bad, nasty, poor, negative, unfortunate, wrong, inferior

Thisword set is used to searchnon-duplicate synonyms fromWordNet in order to expand the synonymous adjective graph for identifying seman-
tic orientation. The semantic orientation of an adjective can be measured by comparing the length of the shortest paths from this adjective to the
selected polar positive adjective and from this adjective to the selected polar negative adjective [16]. Denote PP as the positive polar adjective and
NP as the negative polar adjective. SP is the length of the shortest path between the adjective used by the decision supporter (DSadj) and the polar
adjective within the synonymous adjective graph Ga. The tendency of the semantic orientation of an adjective SO is formulated as

SO DSadj
� �

¼ SP DSadj; PP
� �

−SP DSadj;NP
� �

: ð5Þ

According to the quantified semantic orientation, we can judge that

DSadj has
positive orientation Gð Þ if SOb0;
negative orientation Bð Þ if SON0;
vague orientation Uð Þ if SO ¼ 0:

8<
: ð6Þ

Note that if there is “no” or “not” in front of an adjective in the sentence, the identified orientation would be reversed, except the vague
orientation.

The following example demonstrates the semantic orientation identification process. Suppose that the expanded synonymous adjective graph is
structured as shown in Fig. 6. If a decision supporter gives an adjective “fat” in his/her opinion,we can derive SP("fat", PP) = 2, SP("fat",NP) = 1, and
SO = 2 − 1 = 1. Because “fat” is far away from PP (two steps) and closer toNP (one step), the semantic orientation of “fat” (SO N 0)would be iden-
tified as a negative orientation (B).

3.2.2. Decision matrix construction
We can obtain the collective decision matrix according to the evaluations submitted by decision supporters. Suppose that the decision-making

originator releases m alternatives (A) and n criteria (C) and there are k decision supporters who have evaluated each alternative with respect to
the criteria given by the support requestor. According to Section 3.2.1, the evaluation of whether an alternative Ai satisfies a criterion Cj can be
expressed as (1) “good/positive orientation (G),” (2) “bad/negative orientation (B),” or (3) “unknown/vague orientation (U).” Denote dijl as decision
supporter l's evaluation of alternative Ai with respect to the criterion Cj. k decision matrixes are collected:

Dα ¼ dαij
h i

m�n
;where dαij∈ G;B;Uf g;α∈ 1; ⋯; kf g; i∈ 1; ⋯;mf g; j∈ 1; ⋯;nf g: ð7Þ

As the criteria evaluation may diverge among different decision supporters, we apply the IFS technique to quantify the collective opinions. IFSs
were introduced by Atanassov [2] as an extension of classical fuzzy set theory. They represent a suitable way to deal with the problem of information
vagueness. An IFS A in a finite set X is defined by the following form:

A ¼ bx; μA xð Þ; vA xð ÞN jx∈Xg;where μA : X→ 0;1½ �; vA : X→ 0;1½ �:� ð8Þ
overweight

rich fat

serious severe

heavybig

PP NP

Fig. 6. Semantic orientation identification.
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The values of μA(x) and vA(x) denote the degree ofmembership of x in A and the degree of non-membership of x in A, respectively. μA(x) and vA(x)
satisfy the following condition:

0≤μA xð Þ þ vA xð Þ≤1;∀x∈X: ð9Þ

Note that a fuzzy set could be viewed as a special case of an IFS. An IFS Awill become a crisp set if for ∀ x ∈ X, either μA = 0, vA = 1 or μA = 1,
vA = 0. According to [2], we use the following definition as the intuitionistic index of x in A. It is a general measurement of the hesitancy degree
of x to A:

πA xð Þ ¼ 1−μA xð Þ−vA xð Þ; ð10Þ

where 0 ≤ πA(x) ≤ 1 for each x ∈ X. A smaller value of πA(x) means that the knowledge about x is more certain. On the contrary, the knowledge
about x is more uncertain if the value of πA(x) becomes greater.

Denote Gij and Bij as the set of decision supporters who respond with “good” and “bad” to alternative Ai regarding criterion Cj, respectively.
A decision supporter α ∈ Gij if dijα = G and α ∈ Bij if dijα = B. The collected evaluations are transformed into a collective decisionmatrix expressed
in the form of intuitionistic fuzzy values. That is, each element of the collective decision matrix denotes the opinion of the majority and therefore
it comprises the membership, non-membership, and indeterminacy of a fuzzy concept “excellence.” The collective decision matrix can be
expressed as

CD ¼ cdij
h i

m�n
; ð11Þ

in which the characteristics of alternatives cdij are represented as

cdij ¼ bμAi
C j

� �
; vAi

C j

� �
N
���C j∈C

o
; i∈ 1; ⋯;mf g; j∈ 1; ⋯;nf g:

n
ð12Þ

where μAi
C j

� �
and vAi

C j

� �
indicate the degree to which alternative Ai satisfies and does not satisfy criterion Cj, respectively, and these are

formulated as

μAi
C j

� �
¼

X
α∈Gij

λα and vAi
C j

� �
¼

X
α∈Bij

λα : ð13Þ

Note that the third intuitionistic index πAi
C j
� � ¼ 1−μA j

C j
� �

−vA j
C j
� �

is used to evaluate the collective level of hesitation in criterion Cj. Specifi-
cally, a larger value of πAi

C j
� �

indicates a higher hesitation margin of decision supporters regarding alternative Ai with respect to criterion Cj.

3.3. Consensus decision analysis

After the intuitionistic fuzzy decisionmatrix has been obtained, consensus decision analysis is conducted to analyze the collective evaluations and
provide the ranking list of alternatives for supporting the decision-making originator. In this research, TOPSIS is utilized to consolidate the evaluations
from decision supporters. The procedures of TOPSIS calculation for consensus decision analysis are described as follows:

Step 1 Obtain the criteria weight set.

In the decision analysis process, the support requester might have different criteria importance preferences for the alternative evaluation. The
support requester could give his/her criteria weight set (w). If the support requester does not set his/her criteria weight, we simply use the default
group weighting.

The criteria importance of group weighting is formulated as follows:

wC j
¼

Xn
i¼1

RDSi
C j

Xn
j¼1

Xn
i¼1

RDSi
C j

;

where wC j
indicates the criteria importance of the group suggestion of criteria j and RDSi

C j
is the importance rating of criteria j given by decision

supporter i. For each cdij ∈ IFS, cdij�wC j
is defined as follows [6]:

cdij�wC j
¼ b1− 1−μAi

C j

� �� �wC j ; vAi
C j

� �� �wC j N
n o

: ð14Þ

After including the weight, the new weighted matrix is generated for consensus decision analysis.
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Step 2 Determine the intuitionistic fuzzy positive ideal solution (IFPIS) and the intuitionistic fuzzy negative ideal solution (IFNIS).

The calculations of the IFPIS (A+) and IFNIS (A−) in this step are respectively defined as follows:

Aþ ¼ max
i

μAi
C j

� �
; min

i
vAi

C j

� �� 	
and A− ¼ min

i
μAi

C j

� �
; max

i
vAi

C j

� �� 	
ð15Þ

μAi
C j

� �
¼ 1− 1−μAi

C j

� �� �wC j ; vAi
C j

� �
¼ vAi

C j

� �� �wC j ð16Þ

Step 3 Calculate the distance between the alternative and the IFPIS and between the alternative and the IFNIS.

The following measurement definitions [37] were used to determine the Euclidean distance. ED(Ai,A+) and ED(Ai,A−) respectively denote the
Euclidean distance between alternative Ai and IFPIS A+ and between alternative Ai and IFPIS A−:

ED Ai;A
þ� �

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXn
j¼1

μAi
C j

� �
−μAþ C j

� �� �2 þ vAi
C j

� �
−vAþ C j

� �� �2 þ πAi
C j

� �
−πAþ C j

� �� �2
� �vuut ; ð17Þ

ED Ai;A
−ð Þ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXm
j¼1

μAi
C j

� �
−μA− C j

� �� �2 þ vAi
C j

� �
−vA− C j

� �� �2 þ πAi
C j

� �
−πA− C j

� �� �2
� �vuut : ð18Þ

Step 4 Calculate the relative closeness coefficient (CC) and rank the preference order of all the alternatives.

The relative CC of each alternative with respect to the intuitionistic fuzzy ideal solutions is calculated as

CCAi
¼ ED Ai;A

−ð Þ
ED Ai;A

þð Þ þ ED Ai;A
−ð Þ ; where CCAi

∈ 0;1½ �; i ¼ 1;2;…;mf g: ð19Þ

A greater CC value indicates that the alternative is simultaneously closer to IFPIS and farther from IFNIS. Hence, the ranking list of all alternatives
can be determined according to the descending order of CC values. Finally, the alternative with the highest ranking is the most preferred.
4. Experiments

4.1. Experiment source

In order to evaluate the proposed social appraisal support mecha-
nism, we construct experiments on both search goods and experience
goods in the Plurk3 micro-blogosphere. According to the report from
InRev Inc. [3], the Plurk micro-blogosphere is popular in Taiwan, the
Philippines, Indonesia, and the United States. Based on the statistics of
May 18, 2010, almost 50% of Plurk users are teenagers and 30% of
users are aged 20–30. Because Plurk is predominantly used by youths
and young adults for information sharing, we believe that it is an excel-
lent platform for soliciting social appraisal support when users face a
purchase decision.

4.1.1. Construction of the friend network
In the experiments, 113 active Plurk users are invited to be support

requesters. All these qualified support requesters have undertaken at
least onepurchasing activity in thepast threemonths. In addition, to en-
sure that a support requester has sufficient time to evaluate the satisfac-
tion degree of the purchased product, the latest purchase decision of a
support requester should have been more than one week ago. We con-
struct the friend network as initiated and expanded from these support
requesters. Data descriptions of the experiments are outlined in Table 1.
3 http://www.plurk.com/
In the experiments, 161 purchase decisions (88 for search goods and 73
for experience goods) are evaluated. A typical decision support request
contains 3–5 alternatives and on average 16 friends (decision sup-
porters) reply to a request with their opinions. For analyzing the com-
panionships of decision supporters who respond, we collected the
post and response activity records in the past six months from partici-
pants' public Plurk interfaces.
4.1.2. Construction of the decision criteria
Four kinds of search goods, namely “digital camera,” “computer,”

“MP3 player,” and “cell phone,” and three kinds of experience goods,
namely “restaurant,” “movie,” and “peripheral products,” are analyzed
in the experiments. Note that “peripheral products” mainly refers to
the peripheral products of mobile devices (e.g. cases, headsets for tab-
lets or smartphones, etc.). As the features and characteristics of search
goods can be explicitly evaluated by customers before purchasing, we
pre-collect product features as the appraisal criteria from the buying
guide of the CNET4 product review site. The pre-collected product cate-
gories and features of search goods are listed in Table 2. Participants
were asked to initiate a request for decision support and disseminate
it over their own social networks on the Plurk platform. For experience
goods, we use the semantic analysis of micro-blog messages to extract
the implicit decision criteria, as described in Section 3.2.1.
4 http://reviews.cnet.com/

http://www.plurk.com/
http://reviews.cnet.com/


Table 2
Features of products in different categories.

Digital camera Computer MP3 player Cell phone

Resolution Processor PC interface Cellular tech.
Price Memory Flash memory Specific absorption rate
Lens Video graphic Dimension Band/mode
Storage Size of case Weight Wireless interface
Interfaces Storage Resolution Weight
Exposure controls Warranty Battery tech. Memory
Focus controls Network Battery life Battery life
Flash modes Audio

Table 1
Data descriptions of the experiment.

Statistics of the experiment data

Number of invited participants 113
Number of available social appraisal requests 161
Average number of decision supporters per social appraisal request 16
Average number of friends per participant 83
Average number of interactions per participant (6 months) 2967
Average number of requests released per participants 1.6
Average number of alternatives per social appraisal request 4.2
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4.1.3. Construction of the adjective word graph
Fig. 7 depicts the evolving process of theword set expansion.We can

observe that the expansion of the word set is marginally diminishing
from Fig. 7-(a). Altogether 1127 non-duplicate adjectives are included
in the word set used for synonymous adjective graph building. In
Fig. 7-(b–c), an example of the two-level synonymous adjective expan-
sion of the adjective “good” is shown. The word “good” has synonymies
of “full,” “estimable,” “beneficial,” and so on in the first-level expansion
according toWordNet. These extracted synonymies are used as the seed
words for further extracting the second-level synonymies of “good” in
the second-level expansion, and so on. The final expanded synonymous
adjective graph is shown in Fig. 7-(d).

4.1.4. Selection of the polar adjectives
As explained in Section 3.2.1, the semantic orientation of an adjective

is calculated by the comparison of the shortest paths between this adjec-
tive and the positive polar adjective and between this adjective and the
negative polar adjective. In this research, we use 27 words (19 words of
high popularity and eightwords of lowpopularity) selected from the list
of adjectivewords used byVegnaduzzo [43] to evaluatewhether the ori-
entation identification mechanism could deal with the user's daily used
adjectives. Thesewords are included in the synonymous adjective graph
created as the evaluation word set. These 27 words are sequentially fed
into the proposed evaluation extraction process to estimate the seman-
tic orientation identification accuracy. However, these words are with-
out orientation or polarity information. A group of 10 human judges
(consisting of two doctoral students and eight master's students) was
invited to pre-identify the semantic orientation (positive or negative)
using the majority voting method. If an adjective were identified as
having a positive orientation and a negative orientation with an equal
number of votes, it was marked as a vague orientation.

We experimentedwith various polar pairs such as (good, bad), (pos-
itive, negative), and (excellent, poor) to study the impact on the accuracy
of semantic orientation identification. The experimental results and
two-paired sample t-test at the 95% significance level are respectively
shown in Fig. 8. Aswe can observe, the accuracy rate of adjective seman-
tic orientation identification using the polar pair of (good, bad) is signif-
icantly higher than that of other pairs. Hence, it is used for the semantic
orientation identification process in the experiments.

4.2. Experiment design

In the experiments, we asked participants to recall their original
decision-making processes and report (1) the product they bought
and the alternatives they took into account, (2) the criteria they consid-
ered, and (3) whether the product purchase decision was satisfactory.

First, we have to knowwhich product they bought because different
products have different criteria for decision-making. The alternatives
together with the suitable criteria set were sent to their friends through
Plurk. A friend becomes a decision supporter when he/she replies to the
message with his/her criteria evaluation.

Second, althoughwe pre-collected a general criteria set (i.e. product
features) of products, in order to make the criteria set closer to partici-
pants' considerations, the collective criteria for each product were
additionally collected from participants. For search goods, the system
would respond to the pre-collected criteria set (as shown in Table 2)
according to the product category mentioned in the social appraisal
request. Decision supporters could give their evaluation (“G,” “B,” or
“U”) to each criterion of the alternatives. For experience goods, the sys-
tem analyzes the opinions posted by decision supporters to extract pos-
sible criteria and evaluations.

Third, after gathering the evaluation and building the collective
decision matrix, the proposed SAM provides a ranking list of all the
alternatives to support the originator's decision-making on product
purchasing. In order to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed social
appraisal support mechanism, it is necessary to know whether partici-
pants are satisfied with their product purchase decisions. In our mech-
anismevaluation process, the item ranked in first place is selected as the
purchasing target and used to evaluate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed mechanism.

We illustrate the system process with the following example. User A
wants to buy a camera. According to self-survey or other recommenda-
tions, he/she has narrowed the choice to three camera alternatives but it
is hard to decide which one is most suitable. He/she initiates a support
request in the micro-blogosphere. The request message is formed as
“[Digital camera]: [camera1, camera2, camera3].” The extracted criteria
set for the digital camerawould beposted in the formof “[Criteria]: [res-
olution, price, lens, storage, interfaces, exposure controls, focus controls,
flash modes].” Then, decision supporters (the friends of A) reply with
their criteria evaluations of each alternative in the following form
“[ans]: [G, B, U, G, G, B, U, G], [U, G, G, B, B, B, U, G], [G, G, G, G, U, G, G,
B], [1,3,8,4,2,7,5,6].” After the consensus decision analysis, the system
produces a list of ranked cameras for A in the form of “[Rank]:
[camera2 N camera3 N camera1],” which indicates that A's friends
think that “camera2” is the most suitable camera.

Another example considers experience goods. User B initiates a sup-
port request for restaurant selection as “[Restaurant]: [restaurant1, res-
taurant2, restaurant3]. For a family dinner, which one is the best?”
Suppose that friend1 gives his opinion as “[ans]: [the service is great
and the food is delicious but the price is expensive], [the distance is
too far but food and service are good].” After collective opinion analysis,
the system respectively transforms the sentences into the criteria set as
“[Criteria]: [service, food, price, distance]” and the criteria evaluation as
“[ans]: [G, G, B, U], [U, G, U, B], [U, U, U, U]” for these three restaurants
and feeds these into the consensus decision analysis. Note that the sys-
tem would post the current criteria set to the support request message
and allow other friends to give their opinions according to these criteria.
Then, if friend2 mentioned other features of the restaurants, such as
“[ans]: [the service is great but I do not like their food and the price is
a little bit expensive, distance is ok to me], [service and food are
great], [very nice backgroundmusic],” the criteria set would be expand-
ed automatically as “[Criteria]: [service, food, price, distance, music]”
and the evaluation of the criterion “music” of friend1 would be set as
“U” and the evaluations updated as “[ans]: [G, G, B, U, U], [U, G, U, B,
U], [U, U, U, U, U]” for consensus decision analysis. Finally, after
the consensus decision analysis, the social appraisal system would
reply with the restaurant ranking to B as “[Rank]: [restaurant2 N



a) The synonymous adjective expansion b) The first-level expansion of the adjective 
      “good”

c) The second-level expansionof the 
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Fig. 7. Synonymous adjective graph creation.

Fig. 8. Accuracy comparison between different polar word pairs.
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restaurant1 N restaurant3],” which means that B's friends think
“restaurant2” is the most suitable restaurant for B.

5. Results and evaluation

Because the effectiveness of social decision support is determined by
the recipient's subjective judgment [8], the results recommended by the
proposedmechanism should be compared with the support requester's
self-evaluation. The detailed comparison rules are listed in Table 3.

There are two major evaluation rules to judge the effectiveness of
the social support mechanism:

(1) Recommend that the user buys the product he/she is satisfied
with. If the support requester feels satisfied with the product
and the SAM also recommends purchasing it (i.e. it is placed in



Table 4
Statistical verification of the decision analysis results with different approaches for search
goods.

Paired group Mean Std.
Deviation

Std. Error
Mean

T value Sig.
(2-tailed)

Self V.S. Group −0.063 0.358 0.020 −3.138 0.002
Equal −0.036 0.394 0.022 −1.670 0.003

Group V.S. Equal 0.026 0.389 0.021 1.198 0.011

Table 3
Evaluation rule table.

User evaluation

Satisfied Unsatisfied

System recommendation Purchasing CSS 1 − CSU
Not purchasing 1 − CSS CSU
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first place by the system), a mark “CSS,” which means correct
social support is made:

CSS ¼ S∩Rj j
Sj j ; ð20Þ

where S stands for the set of satisfactory products purchased and R for
the set of products recommended for purchasing.

(2) Do not recommend that the user buys the product he/she is dis-
satisfied with. If the support requester feels dissatisfied with the
product and the SAM does not recommend purchasing it, a mark
“CSU” is given, whichmeans that wrong social support is avoided:

CSU ¼ S−R
�� ��

S
�� �� ; ð21Þ

where S stands for the set of unsatisfactory products purchased. For
enterprises, these two rules could enhance customers' degrees of satis-
faction and create more business opportunities.

The overall successful support is measured as

SS ¼ S∩Rj þ jS−R
�� ��

Sj þ jS�� �� : ð22Þ

5.1. Comparisons of criteria weighting strategies

We construct three experiments and compare the results with re-
spect to the self-weighting, group-weighting, and equal-weighting strat-
egies. The criteria importance of self-weighting and group-weighting
strategies is respectively obtained from the decision requester and the
a) Search goods

Fig. 9. Accuracy rates of different
group of decision supporters. For the equal-weighting strategy, the
criteria importance is set to 1. The results shown in Fig. 9-(a) and (b)
show that the self-weighting strategy is more effective than other
strategies for both search and experience goods. This is because when
making a purchasing decision, the decision-maker most clearly knows
his/her individual needs. In addition, as our close friends might know
us better, the group-weighting strategy has better performance than
the equal-weighting strategy. Therefore, it is suitable to use the group-
weighting strategy as the default criteria weighting if the support
requester does not give his/her own criteria importance settings.

Tables 4 and 5 show the results of the 95% significance level two-
paired sample t-test. The results verify that the self-weighting strategy
significantly outperforms the other strategies.
5.2. Comparisons of support effectiveness

We construct and compare the results of three experiments with
three product selection approaches: the proposed SAM, the majority
voting method, the five-star rating method, and the random selection
method. The majority voting method is one of the baseline social
support methods allowing users to aggregate friends' opinions. For ex-
ample, Facebook has developed a simple social support function, “Ques-
tions.” In this scenario, support requesters are asked to repost their
social appraisal requests and then decision supporters vote directly for
which candidate is most suitable without criteria and evaluations. The
five-star rating method is one of the baseline product evaluation
methods for gathering the collective opinions of public users. In this
scenario, decision supporters are requested to reply with their opinions
by using a five-star scale for each alternative. The random selection
method is used to simulate the scenario that there is no social support
b) Experience goods

criteria weighting strategies.

image of Fig.�9


Table 5
Statistical verification of the decision analysis results with different approaches for
experience goods.

Paired group Mean Std.
Deviation

Std. Error
Mean

T value Sig.
(2-tailed)

Self V.S. Group 0.099 0.370 0.023 4.306 0.000
Equal 0.083 0.376 0.024 3.535 0.000

Group V.S. Equal −0.017 0.381 0.024 −0.699 0.001

Table 6
Statistical verification of the decision analysis results with different approaches for search
goods.

Paired group Mean Std.
Deviation

Std. Error
Mean

T value Sig.
(2-tailed)

SAM V.S. Voting −.01904 .38157 .02140 −.890 .003
Five-star .02918 .39352 .02207 1.322 .002
Random −.04526 .39169 .02197 −2.061 .000
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mechanism. In this scenario, participants do not knowwhich product is
the most suitable and pick one to buy randomly. Fig. 10 indicates that
the proposedmechanism ismore effective than the other baseline social
support methods. The measures “CSS” and “CSU” respectively indicate
that the support requester indeed buys the most suitable product and
that the support requester indeed avoids buying an unsuitable product.

As we can observe, the performance of our proposed SAM is better
than that of the other approaches. First, the SAM, majority votingmeth-
od, and five-star rating method perform better than the random ap-
proach. This finding indicates that soliciting external appraisement
from the social network is helpful for supporting customers' online
shopping behavior. Second, both the SAM and the majority voting
method aim to provide social appraisal support for support requesters,
but the majority voting method does not consider the relative impor-
tance of decision supporters. This finding shows that considering social
companionship could improve the SAM. Third, the result of the five-star
ratingmethod is similar to the votingmethod. From thepurchasingpur-
pose, the buyer would like to buy the most suitable product. A decision
supporter provides the highest star to a product to indicate that he/she
feels the product is the most appropriate. Similarly, he/she will vote for
the most suitable product by using the voting method.

Owing to the difficulty of complex nature language analysis and
heterogeneity of user tastes, the extracted criteria and evaluations
using semantic analysis for experience goodsmight not perfectly repre-
sent the characteristics of a product, meaning that the CSS evaluation
values of experience goods are lower than those for search goods and
that CSU is greater than CSS in the evaluations of experience goods.

Finally, the result of the overall performance of these approaches
is further evaluated by using a two-paired sample t-test (Tables 6
and 7). At the 95% significance level, all the test results show that the
a) Search goods

Fig. 10. Accuracy rates o
proposed SAM significantly outperforms the other product selection
approaches.

We further compare the effectiveness of various appraisal mecha-
nisms by using different social companionship measures: (1) the pro-
posed SAM, which considers behavioral and structural tie strengths,
(2) an appraisal mechanism that uses only behavior weighting (SAM-
B), (3) an appraisal mechanism that uses only structural weighting
(SAM-S), and (4) an appraisal mechanism that uses equal weighting
(SAM-E). These alternatives are ranked by the appraisal mechanisms.

Fig. 11 shows that using both the behavioral and the structural
characteristics to evaluate the importance of friends can significantly
improve appraisal effectiveness. The results of the two-paired sample
t-test are shown in Tables 8 and 9. At the 95% significance level, all
the test results show that the proposed companionship evaluation
approach significantly outperforms the other approaches. This finding
implies that it is beneficial and essential to consider behavioral informa-
tion and structural information together when developing a social sup-
port mechanism.

5.3. Comparison of search and experience goods

The accuracy rates with respect to different products are shown in
Fig. 12. The proposed mechanism achieves an overall 83% accuracy
rate. The accuracy rates for search goods and for experience goods are
83% and 82%, respectively. Among search goods, cell phones have the
highest accuracy rate (87%). Among experience goods, peripheral prod-
ucts have the highest accuracy rate (88%). Mobile devices, such as
smartphones and tablets, are trendy products and most decision sup-
porters invited to take part in the experiments already had one or
more mobile devices and peripheral products. Respectively, 21% and
b) Experience goods

f different methods.



Table 7
Statistical verification of the decision analysis results with different approaches for
experience goods.

Paired group Mean Std.
Deviation

Std. Error
Mean

T value Sig.
(2-tailed)

SAM V.S. Voting 0.051 0.406 0.017 3.025 0.003
Five-star 0.027 0.392 0.016 1.620 0.000
Random 0.097 0.386 0.016 6.002 0.006

Table 8
Statistical verification of the decision analysis resultswith differentweightingmethods for
search goods.

Paired group Mean Std.
Deviation

Std. Error
Mean

T value Sig.
(2-tailed)

SAM V.S. SAM-B −.06406 .36091 .02024 −3.165 .002
SAM-S −.04501 .37700 .02114 −2.129 .003
SAM-E −.04043 .39475 .02214 −1.826 .000
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32% of the requests for social appraisal support are related to peripheral
products and mobile devices (cell phones and computer categories).
Therefore, social support has a relatively sufficient basic knowledge to
judge whether a product is good or bad and provide more appropriate
product opinions and criteria evaluations.

As Fig. 12 shows,movies have the lowest rate (64%) for two reasons.
First, movies are highly dependent on individual preferences, meaning
that 11 (about 7%) appraisal requests are released. The number of deci-
sion samples might be insufficient to evaluate performance accurately.
Second, there are too many “unknown” criteria evaluations in the
movie category. In addition, as watching a movie is a costly activity
(time and price), comparatively few friends have watched all the alter-
natives of a movie appraisal request and respond with their opinions.
However, the proposed mechanism still received approximately a 64%
support accuracy rate in the movie category.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, a SAM composed of social companionship analysis, col-
lective opinion analysis, and consensus decision analysis for online pur-
chase support in the micro-blogosphere was proposed. To measure the
social companionship of decision support, we constructed an interac-
tion network based on the interactions of posts and responses in
micro-blogs in order to measure the behavioral and structural tie
strengths of the social relationship by analyzing the friend network. To
analyze the collective opinions, a text-mining technique with semantic
orientation identification was developed for criteria and evaluation
extraction. In addition, to resolve the inherent issue of information
incompleteness in collective opinions, IFS was applied to model vague
or incompletely known opinions from the micro-blogosphere. Finally,
a) Search goods

Fig. 11. Accuracy rates of differen
to consolidate the evaluations from various decision supporters and
the support requester's decision criteria preference, TOPSIS was applied
to rank the final alternative. Our experimental results show that the
accuracy of the proposed social appraisal support mechanism outper-
forms that of other benchmark approaches. The proposed social ap-
praisal framework that solicits opinions from trusted friends can thus
be effectively applied to support individual decisions, such as online
purchasing.

6.1. Research contributions

The methodological and practical contributions of this research are
summarized as follows. First, from the perspective of systems innova-
tion, as online social intercourse and online shopping have become in-
creasingly popular, the design of social appraisal systems has grown in
importance. This research proposes a new and feasible mechanism
that seeks decision support from friends in the blogosphere. Second,
from the perspective of methodology, the proposed framework appro-
priately integrates techniques from various domains, such as SNA, text
mining, fuzzy computing, andmulti-criteria decision-making, to resolve
the decision-making problems of electronic commerce in the emerging
social networking environment. Third, from the perspective of practice,
through this proposed social appraisal support mechanism, users could
treat their social networks as their own expert groups and leverage
them for decision support. Although the aggregated public evaluations
expressed on online review platforms (e.g. Amazon) are comparatively
stable and objective, theymay not really fit the preferences and needs of
an individual decision requester. The proposed mechanism, which so-
licits and consolidates comments from close friends, can better provide
a more helpful and suitable support, speeding up the decision process.
b) Experience goods

t companionship measures.



Table 9
Statistical verification of the decision analysis resultswith differentweightingmethods for
experience.

Paired group Mean Std.
Deviation

Std. Error
Mean

T value Sig.
(2-tailed)

SAM V.S. SAM-B .09978 .37075 .02317 4.306 .000
SAM-S .08013 .37909 .02369 3.382 .001
SAM-E .08312 .37627 .02352 3.535 .000
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6.2. Limitations and future studies

There are several limitations to this research. First, some preparation
for acquiring product information still needs to be carried out before the
appraisal system is applied. For example, before soliciting decision
support from their friends, customers have to prepare the candidate
products according to their own product survey or through other rec-
ommender systems. Second, owing to the word limit in micro-blogs,
the sentences in the opinions expressed by decision supporters have
to be short. As a result, the information represented from the extracted
criteria and evaluation might not be sufficient to appraise a product.
Third, although the current adjective graph could satisfactorily identify
most of the adjectives with high usage frequency, the adjective orienta-
tion might not be easily identifiable if decision supporters use words
with low usage frequency. Fourth, for experience goods, owing to the
problemof ambiguous nature langue (e.g. the usermight tend to impro-
vise new words and abbreviations) and because they are a matter of
taste, the semantic analysis might not well extract and represent the
criteria and evaluations of a product. Therefore, the SAM for experience
goods might not work as effectively as it does for search goods.

Some aspects can still be further improved. First, in our experiment
design, we asked participants to recall their original purchase
decision-making processes; there is thus a possibility of recall bias re-
garding the things they discovered. To reduce this potential bias, we
could conduct experiments to trace the related information automati-
cally within participants' decision-making processes. Second, the
approach to extracting criteria from the opinions expressed in natural
language could be elaborated upon. If only the noun and noun phrase
in the opinion are extracted, some important criteria may not be
captured and some criteria may become too lengthy. Well-known
topic detection methodologies can thus be utilized to enhance the
a) Search goods

Fig. 12. Accuracy rates fo
effectiveness of criteria extraction. Third, in addition to the behavioral
and structural dimensions, the method for measuring the importance
or influence of decision supportersmight consider other factors. For ex-
ample, the expertise or interest domains of decision supporters could be
considered. Lastly, the impact of the “unknown” evaluations of criteria
in the consensus decision analysis could be further investigated. The ef-
fectiveness of the systemmight be improved if these “unknown” criteria
evaluations could be reduced.
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